New, Paid, Full-time Research Opportunities in Business and Economics

Each year, many top U.S. universities and research institutions hire several hundred paid full-time research assistants (pre-docs). Pre-docs work directly for faculty and other researchers for two years, before going on to careers in academia or industry.

These job opportunities allow pre-docs to learn what research is all about by working alongside the country’s top researchers. You will not only experience the passion for research these researchers inspire, but also gain skills that will serve you well in any future career. Learn more at predoc.org/opportunities.

A Wide Range of Topics
Faculty advertising through PREDOC are asking important questions on topics like:

- Energy policy
- Wealth inequality
- Financial disclosure rules
- Hospital efficiency
- Climate change
- Race and discrimination
- Health insurance policy
- Fake news
- Algorithmic fairness
- Early childhood education
- Fighting poverty
- Immigration investment

The PREDOC Consortium
PREDOC is a consortium of universities and research institutions whose mission is to foster a talented and diverse population of researchers in the quantitative social sciences, with a particular focus on pre-doctoral programs in business and economics.

Find out more and identify predoctoral opportunities at predoc.org/opportunities.
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